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purposes of writing this handbook are: To give assistance to the college students to 

understand about the material that will be given and delivered in the form of videos. To 

give brief explanation about what they need to know about each topic of the group.  

 

To guide the college students on what things that should be prepared before the 

presentation. To give another perspectives related to things that they should prepare for 

their oral translation / interpretation section. UNIT 1 INTRODUCTION TO 

INTERPRETATION This chapter will give brief explanation to the college students about 

what is interpretation study. And to give knowledge on how people also mention this 

interpretation study as oral translation. Translation II subject or later known as Visual 

Translation is a subject that learns about how to translate oral texts both individually 

and in a team.  

 

This subject is a compulsory subject for English Department students as well as for 

English Education Department students. This subject needs to be taken by the students 

who have already passed Translation I subject. If in Translation I, students need to 

master the ability to translate some written texts; in this Translation II, students need to 

be able to understand about the tricks in translating oral texts. What is interpretation? Is 

it different from the term called translation as most people have known before? 

Interpreting something may not only need logic to understand it, but it also needs our 

knowledge and experience so that the result will be clearer and can be achieved easily. 

In the world of translation subject and project, we know about two separate terms: 

translation and interpretation.  

 

Translation is a subject which focuses more on written translation process, while 

interpretation is a subject which only focuses on oral translation process. That is why, 

college students will need to take Translation I (written translation) first before they can 

take Translation II (oral translation or interpretation). Students need to know and 

understand about the basic translation subject through Translation I (written translation) 

subject in order to be able to receive and understand about Translation II (oral 

translation or interpretation) subject.  

 

Of course, what is meant by interpreting some texts, the interpreter does not need to 

follow all the rules and grammar that they have used when translating written texts. All 

they need to do is just listen to the speakers or the conversations made, and they need 



to start to interpret the texts they heard based on their understanding. It is truly 

essential to know about the topic given so that the interpreter will not only need to have 

the ability to understand two languages (English and Indonesian), but he or she will also 

need to understand about the culture of the target language in order to be able to 

interpret well based on the listeners of the target language. Moreover, speaking is 

considered to be a lot easier than writing because the speaker or the interpreter does 

not need to focus more on the grammar of the language.  

 

All of the important things are about understanding the meaning of the source 

language so that the result of the interpretation in the target language will be clearer as 

well as easier to be understood by others. In interpreting the texts, the interpreter can 

have any method such as trying to catch the meaning, and trying to interpret it directly 

based on their own understanding, just like when the writer needs to do the paraphrase. 

It has already known that in order to avoid any plagiarism in writing a text or an article, 

the writer needs to do the paraphrase by reading the whole text and trying to re-write 

what they have read before on their own words.  

 

Thus, the interpreter needs to do the same thing so that the interpreter can have more 

flexible interpretation. As long as the result of the interpretation can be understood and 

achieved well by the listeners of the target language and they have similar respond with 

the listeners from the source language, it can be said that the interpretation is going 

well. So, once again it is very essential to pay more attention to the meaning and the 

message. The interpreter needs to make sure that both the meaning and the message 

can be received well by the listeners.  

 

UNIT 2 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN WRITTEN AND ORAL TRANSLATION This chapter will 

explain more about all the differences that students need to know related to written and 

oral translation. The lecturer will guide the students to understand about those two 

different terms. In Translation I, students will learn all about the introduction to 

Translation subject, the principles, the strategies, the process of translation, the types of 

written translation, and many more.  

 

All of the texts given to the students are completely in written form. Students will learn 

to translate several types of written texts such as journal, articles, thesis, dissertation, 

newspaper, magazine, news, academic letters, government issues, and many others. 

Students will try to analyze about how to translate formal texts and informal texts. 

Someone who has the ability on written translation is called as translator, while 

someone who has the skill on oral translation is called as interpreter.  

 

Both translator and interpreter will need certain kind of ability to translate words which 



have the specific meaning where the listeners in the target language text will be able to 

understand and have the same respond as the listeners in the source language text. 

Furthermore, students need to learn about these steps: Knowing more about translation 

principals. Knowing more about translation techniques. Knowing more about translation 

strategies. Starting to translate the written text. First of all, students need to decide 

whether the text given is categorized as source language text (SL) or based on target 

language text (TL).  

 

If the written text given is in English, then the source language will be English and 

Indonesian will be the target language. Students will also need to learn much about 

some important techniques when they do the translation process. In order to be able to 

understand about the type of text that we are going to translate, we need to know 

about what kind of translation technique that we need to use. There are some variations 

on translation techniques including interlingual translation, intralingual translation, 

intersemiotic translation, perfect translation, idiomatic translation, dynamic translation, 

and communicative translation.  

 

Then, we need to start to analyze the text based on the translation strategies (semantic 

strategies or structural strategies). There are several benefits about taking this subject 

for the students. Students can: Explain the process of translation from many types of 

written texts. Analyze a lot of varieties of translation subject. Maximize the use of several 

types of translation tools including online and offline dictionary (Oxford or Longman 

dictionary), KBBI, glossarium, corpus, thesaurus, and many things.  

 

Having the ability to translate from Indonesian to English or from English to Indonesian. 

Moreover, in interpretation study or generally known as Translation II subject, it can be 

said that it is truly important for students to be able to know about meaning equivalent 

of the texts. During Translation II or oral translation, students do not have any chance to 

look at dictionary or any other translating tools once they are facing the difficulties in 

translating the text or in sharing the ideas.  

 

This way, students need to be more focused on what the speaker said if they want to be 

able to translate well. All they have to do is just listening to the oral texts given, find the 

message, try to find the meaning based on source language text or target language text, 

and start to translate the texts directly to the audiences or to the listeners. In this case, 

the students will need to have the ability to focus, to listen, as well as to re-tell the 

message and the meaning gotten by their own words.  

 

In oral translation, there are two different types that students need to know: Consecutive 

Translation Simultaneous Translation What is meant by consecutive translation is that 



the students need to listen carefully to what other speakers said. The speakers will speak 

two to five sentences and then they will stop temporarily. There is time for the 

interpreter to take a note so that he or she won’t miss any words from the speakers. It is 

substantial to note that the interpreter cannot take long notes. The interpreter can take 

only a few notes by writing point by point, just to help her or him when starting to 

translate the oral text.  

 

This kind of method can be used for students who are still not professionals or still learn 

about oral translation. Meanwhile, simultaneous translation will only be used for those 

who have already been the professional interpreters like those who work at UNESCO, 

World Bank, or any other work spaces in Indonesia or in abroad. Simultaneous 

interpreting will be done by the professionals to help other foreign people or listeners 

to understand about the topic or them of certain event held.  

 

For example, there is a court held in Indonesia and the judges are using Indonesian to 

read all the law statements. So, the other listeners who come from other countries who 

do not understand Indonesian at all, they can make use of the interpreter’s work. The 

interpreter will directly translate Indonesian into any other languages based on the 

listeners’ background. This way, the foreign listeners will also enable to follow all the 

court process without any obstacles. Simultaneous intepreting can only be done by the 

professionals because the interpreter not only need to focus more on the oral texts, but 

she or he will also need to be able to listen carefully as well as to find the meaning and 

re-tell what she or he understands to the other listeners or audiences. A simultaneous 

interpreter is someone who has the capability on multitasking. He or she will enable to 

listen while speak at the same time.  

 

He or she will enable to listen in English and speak in Indonesian or listen in Indonesian 

and speak in English. UNIT 3 WHAT HAPPENS TO THE WORLD? This chapter will give 

wider perspectives to the college students about the general term of ‘what happens to 

the world’? As college students, they need to think revolutionary in order to be able to 

give alternative and better solution for the world’s problems. Nowadays, it is very 

normal for people around the world to ask about ‘what happens to the world?’.  

 

Actually, this kind of question cited to everything they need to know about the whole 

world, especially when it comes to the cyber world. In the era of technological world, it 

is very easy and efficient for people to get to know more about everything happens in 

the world through the use of the internet media. In just a few seconds, people who live 

in Eastern area will be very easy to know what actually happens in Western area. The 

whole world has fallen into such small cube called the cyber world.  

 



Each person can have the access into several accounts and websites or blogs out there 

easily. Social media has transformed drastically into a place where anyone is enable to 

put everything there as well as to know about everything at the same time. Now, people 

all around the world can easily post everything in their life or daily activity in Facebook, 

Twitter, or even in Instagram. Downloading and uploading have become some of the 

most popular activities for those modern people. Politics, economics, sciences, social, 

sports, entertainment, physics, biology, medicine, news and reports, life events, 

humanities, human relations, arts, public affairs, cultural studies, fashion, culinary, beauty 

and make-up, and many other things can be searched easily through the internet. 

Internet can make people’s lives to become easier and simpler than ever before, and at 

the same time, internet can also make people to become selfish as they only focus on 

what’s inside their social media.  

 

The world has transformed into something that is really big and limitless today. 

Everyone can access everything as long as they browse into the cyber world. The 

Presidential election in America and in Indonesia recently has become the trending topic 

in most of the headlines news in the whole world. The response of American people and 

Indonesian people after the Presidential election can be seen and marked by other 

people all over the world, even by those who are not Americans or Indonesians.  

 

People can follow every single account or website or blog that they want so that they 

can easily get every single news everyday. And of course, another trending topic today is 

all about some issues related to discrimination and racism. It is generally known that 

there are still a lot of minority societies out there who suffer from discrimination just 

because they decided to live on their life choice. For instance, we can see LGBTQ 

(Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer people) communities who tend to get 

discriminated by other people just because they choose to live different than the others.  

 

There are many people consider that those LGBTQ communities are living against the 

religion because they refuse to fall in love with someone from different sex. They choose 

to have same-sex marriage which for other people tend to be an act against any 

religions. In case of this LGBTQ phenomenon in the world, including in Indonesia, let’s 

start to take a look at what happened in America a few years ago when same-sex 

marriage has been legalized in some regions in the USA.  

 

Americans decided to legalize same-sex marriage but it does not mean that all 

Americans are agreed to the regulations. The Americans had chosen to accept all the 

differences between them in order to live in peace with other people in their 

neighborhood. It is not because Americans and the rest of the world (who had already 

legalized the same thing) do not have religion. They do have religion, but they choose 



to take the peace for the human rights and equality. They know for sure that there is no 

equality in the world until everyone (without exception) has it and accept it for no 

reason.  

 

And then, there are also many issues related to feminism, masculinism, gender 

differences, women empowering, and many other cases. Women have still become a 

target for patriarchal system in the world so that it often be seen that women have been 

the second gender. Nowadays, there are a number of protests in order to try efforts to 

bring the position of women to become equal just like men.  

 

The equality here does not mean to be the fact the women should be able to change 

men’s roles in any aspects, but to work together and be able to reach the same position 

just like many men do. These issues have been rising from year to year and becoming 

one of the most popular topics for many researchers out there so that women’s voice 

will be heard out loud by the rest of the world. Any issues have also happened today in 

the world such as disaster, earthquakes, flood, landslide, war, famine, drought, forest 

fires, volcanic eruption, and some others.  

 

All those bad situations of course, will not only effect human beings, but also make 

animals and plants are being damaged and even have lost its home. There are 

thousands to millions of people have lost their home, their family, and their facilities. 

The government here has also been reported to lose millions to billions dollars because 

of those disasters. This kind of situation has become special attention to the whole 

world because what happened in certain country or city will generally affect the rest of 

the world.  

 

Other trending topics are also about mass shooting incident, kidnapping incident, 

human trafficking incident, and many others. Those cases have become problems in 

most countries, not only for developing and under-developing countries, but also for 

countries like America and some countries in Europe. Moreover, these cases have 

become such tragedy for the family, for the humanity, as well as tragedy for the 

government.  

 

If you take a look at some issues above, it can be clearly said that actually all those 

issues have become an issue to all people all around the world from year to year. From 

some decades ago until now, the issues have always been repeated every single year. 

UNIT 4 SAVING THE EARTH This chapter will give the students more real descriptions 

about saving the earth by doing the right thing. The earth needs us to take actions, not 

only doing the champaign. It can be easily said that one great thing that people need to 

pay more attention to is about the effect and the cause of global warming.  



 

Modern people have started to take care of the surroundings environment since there 

are so many bad things happened to the world. Most of those bad things are being 

caused by human beings such as flood, landslide, forest fires, and more things. Global 

warming can have negative effects to most people’s lives because it can make the whole 

earth’s atmosphere to become hot and not comfortable anymore. Climate change can 

also become one of bad effects from global warming so that it is quite common today 

to find rainy season in March or April where it should be summertime or we can easily 

find that there is still snow when it comes to spring season.  

 

Of course, this kind of situation cannot be left alone. It has become a duty for all 

humans in the world to maintain and take care of their surrounding environment. 

Basically, what happened to the nature has always been started out from the human 

activities. Nature will always give all the best things for human beings including for 

plants and animals, only if human treat the nature well and do only the good thing in 

order to make everything in a balanced condition. Activities like deforestation and illegal 

logging will directly effect on the balanced of the nature itself. The more human cut 

down the trees, the more the forest cannot absorb the water when it comes to rainy 

season.  

 

Soon, it will result in flood and landslide. Throwing the garbage to the river will also 

result in flood. The flood will then not only destruct the public facilities, but also destruct 

the plants and everything in line. It must be realized very soon that our Earth has already 

been very old so that it needs to be treated very well so that the Earth can give all the 

potentials to human beings. It is really sad if you are looking at the sea right now, there 

are so many fishes out there which tend to eat plastics and rubbish that is being 

throwed away by humans. The fishes are died and the ecosystem in the sea is damaged.  

 

When the water temperature in the sea and in the river has been raised a lot, the result 

will be very dangerous to the Earth. It will cause what we called as global warming today 

so that everything won’t run on its place. Indonesia especially some metropolitan cities 

like Jakarta and Surabaya has been detected as one of several countries which has the 

potent to endanger the world’s weather and temperature. It is all because of the air and 

water pollution in those two biggest cities in Indonesia. We cannot just let this kind of 

situation because sooner or later, the situation will get worse and it could be quite 

dangerous for all people’s health and safety.  

 

Every single thing that we do, will surely effect the surrounding environment. For 

instance, a famous actor from Titanic, Leonardo DiCaprio had once said about the 

importance of saving the Earth and the environment in order to make people’s lives to 



become much better than before. All the little things we do today, will surely give 

benefits for our children and grandchildren in the future. Actually, everything can only 

be done if we, ourselves, have the commitments to begin first.  

 

We can start to take care of the environment by throwing the rubbish and the garbage 

in its place or we can start to do little things like shut down the air conditioner or the 

electricity if we are no longer using it. Or we can also begin through the activity in 

saving every drop of water in our house. UNIT 5 FEMINISM AND MASCULINISM This 

chapter will discuss more about the trending topic nowadays: the raise of feminism and 

masculinism. College students need to understand about these topics because they will 

soon face it in the real life as the globalization comes closer. For all years, feminism and 

masculinism have always been the terms that aligned together.  

 

However, those two terms are quite distinctive. The term feminism is actually used in the 

last few decades by those women who desire to have more equity and equality with 

men. According to urbandictionary.com, the term feminism is firstly coming into the 

surface when it comes to the celebration of the International Women’s Day. Meanwhile 

the term masculism, based on urbandictionary.com, refers to the movement of men in 

the world and sometimes many people called masculinism as the male version of 

feminism.  

 

At the beginning, it was clearly said that the term feminism refers to the ideology where 

women all over the world have desired to promote their rights to be equal to men, and 

women want to make sure that their voices are being heard and the entire society does 

not rely them to be the second gender anymore. It was happened in the late of 19th 

century and in the early of 20th century. From the beginning of 21st century, it can be 

clearly seen that feminism has become the third-wave feminism after early 20th century 

and mid 20th century. Then, the world we have lived now is considered to be the 

fourth-wave feminism.  

 

It was started at 2012 and it was often associated with the massive use of social media. 

Thus, it can be also stated that this fourth-wave feminism is generally defined by 

technology. Based on the statement from Kira Cochrane, it can be said that today’s 

feminism is also characterized by the use of Facebook, Instagram, Tumblr, Twitter, 

YouTube, and some blogs. Today’s feminism issues are all about rape culture, workplace 

and street sexual harrasment, as well as campus or school sexual assault.  

 

Nowadays, there are more and more strong and powerful women who tend to prove 

their capability to invent something or to lead the society. It is proven that women have 

started to make their voice heard and to make their ability had known by the entire 



world. After several decades, the term feminism have started to become social and 

political movements which will share all the common goals: to define, establish, and 

achieve more social, political, economic, and personal equality of the sexes.  

 

Furthermore, there are also a movement called 2019 Women’s March who had been 

held in Washington DC to make postfeminism champaign because they think that the 

term feminism is no longer relevant to today’s society. There are more and more 

challenges which tend to be faced by women this day so that it needs something that is 

more relevant than just promoting women’s rights. Then, there are more and more 

feminists out there who always tried to spread the champaign about feminism including 

to promote women’s rights in area of the right to work, the right to vote, the right to 

hold public office, the right to earn fair wages, the right to receive education, the right 

to own property, the right to enter contracts, the right to have equal rights in marriage 

as well as the right to have maternity leave.  

 

Moreover, all those feminists have succeeded in decreasing the number of sexual 

harrasment as well as to protect women and girls from rape and any kinds of domestic 

violence. Far more, those feminists have the desire to ask other people (including men 

and women) to appreciate their body by not bullying them whatever the size of their 

body is. Women’s bodies are their own rights and there is no one who can have the 

right to bully it.  

 

For instance, feminists will want to make sure that there is no bullying against the size 

and the shape of women’s body whatever the reason as well as to make sure that 

women have their rights to do anything with their bodies (such as having tatoo, having 

piercings, make legal abortion, not having a child, and many others). Until today, it can 

be seen from the facts that there are still many women out there who do not get their 

rights yet since there is still an inequality of gender roles especially in the area where the 

society believes in patriarcal mode.  

 

Practically, there are a wide range of feminists’ movements and ideologies have 

developed over the years with numerous different goals and viewpoints. And then, there 

is also another term called masculinism which generally refers to the advocacy of the 

rights or the needs of men and boys so that this ideology can also called as men’s rights 

or men’s movements. The historian Judith Allen had first called the term masculinism in 

1914. From year to year, it is found that the rate of suicide within men are being higher 

and higher.  

 

The media still consider it as such humorous issues so that many masculinists tried to 

raise their concern on this issue. Men often seen as human who need to stay strong and 



powerful no matter what happens because they must do it. The society will bully men 

who cry or not strong enough to hold their burden. Men should not commit suicide 

because they need to be strong and powerful. If men dress up for instance, the society 

will bully them to be like girls or women. Another example that can be taken such as 

when someone was still a baby or a kid, his or her parents and the surrounding 

environment will tend to say that a boy must have ‘boy’ stuffs such as cars, robots, guns, 

swords, and some more.  

 

If they find that there is a boy who loves some girls’ stuffs like dolls or cooking plays, 

they will see that boy as a strange boy and the parents should not do that to their boys. 

It is very common to hear the term such as ‘boys don’t cry’, ‘boys must be strong’, ‘boys 

like the color of blue’, and some others. This kind of phenomena have increased the 

consciousness of those masculinists to champaign all about masculinism in order to 

educate the society that being a boy does not always mean that he needs to be strong 

in every way.  

 

Sometimes, it is very okay for boys to cry or to not being that strong because they are 

human. Human has emotional expression and it is very normal to have the desire to 

express that emotion in every way whether for boys or for girls. In short, it can be 

concluded that actually everything needs to be balanced in every way. Both boys and 

girls as well as men and women need to have their own rights and they do not deserve 

to be bullied no matter what the reason. Feminism and masculinism do exist because 

they want to break the stereotypes of the whole society in the world. They just want to 

make sure that everyone in this world has their own rights to express what’s on their 

mind and to express their own perspectives.  

 

Being different from others is just okay as long as he or she does not disturb any other 

people’s rights and needs. Equality does not really equal until everyone has it. UNIT 6 

EMPOWERING WOMEN This chapter will educate those college students about being a 

smart woman in the modern world. It is time for women all around the world to speak 

up and let the whole world listen to what they say. Actually, when it comes to discuss 

about the term women’s empowerment, it generally refers to the process in which the 

women try to prove themselves and other people that they can do or say or be anything 

they want that they previously were denied.  

 

The term women’s empowerment can be strictly defined in various ways, including to 

accept and to allow women who are previously being on the outside of the 

decision-making process into it. Of course, it will take strong participation for those who 

are included in the movement to ensure that women are actually capable to be 

everything, to do anything, as well as to say any words to other people. Also, women’s 



empowerment will need the opportunities to access some public areas without the 

restrictions or the limitations whether in education, lifestyle, and in profession.  

 

In order to be able to live better, women must be smart and wise so that they need to 

have high education. Education can be a crucial key for women to make their life better 

as well as to prove to other people that they will enable to be and to do anything. In 

fact, it can be proved that women who have the opportunity to get well-educated, will 

be able to change the society around them, including to be good and smart mother for 

their children. In the future, smart and independent women can be such great school for 

the future generation. Smart and high quality children were born from smart and 

diligent women. Furthermore, women cannot admit what they want or what they need 

to do without education.  

 

That is why; women must be smart and independent so that the entire society can have 

the quality and the quantity of women to support its sustainable development. Women 

can admit about human rights only if they have women’s empowerment. Basically, 

women’s empowerment is practially crucial to the societies because there is no 

sustainable development without gender equality and this women’s empowerment. The 

development of the society will need the role and participation from all the members of 

the society so that it would be impossible to create such sustainable development 

without women’s empowerment.  

 

This is because women won’t feel equal if the society treats women differently from 

men. Every single development will need the balanced participation from both men and 

women. The fact can be seen from some of those advanced countries such as in the area 

of America, Australia, or Europe. Some of those countries can develop fast because the 

government believed in women’s participation to make their country to reach its 

sustainable development.  

 

Michelle Obama, Ivanka Trump, Melania Trump, Melinda Gates, Hillary Clinton, Emma 

Watson, Oprah Winfrey, Scarlett Johansson, Kate Middleton, Meghan Markle, Sri 

Mulyani, Susi Pudjiastuti, and many other smart and powerful women out there are just 

a few examples of how women’s empowerment can be such a powerful contribution to 

the country and the society. Also, today it is strengthened by the power of the internet 

and social media. Even, one of the greatest speeches come from Emma Watson when 

she was talking about women’s empowerment in front of some people during the 

United Nations event.  

 

Women can join some online blogs or websites for champaigning about online activists 

and any other programs. Women all over the world can have easy and practice access to 



any social media on the internet to promote their champaign and to build their 

networking throughout the world. Nowadays, it is quite easier and simpler for women all 

over the world to be able to get admition for their roles in every program such as the 

International Women of Courage Awardees.  

 

These awards are dedicated to all courage women out there who spend their lives to 

save humans from poverty, to save humans from ignorance, to save humans from 

lagging behind, to save humans from any plague or even rare diseases, to save animals, 

to save plants, to save environment, and others. Women can also become an 

ambassador for several great champaigns which tend to dedicate everything in the 

name of human rights and for ensuring the better world to live in. As Barrack Obaman 

had once said: ‘there is no tool for development more effective than the empowerment 

of women’. Thus, empowerment is a kind of process, it is also an agent of change.  

 

Today’s champaign is about changing the word ‘I can’t’ into the new word ‘I can’ and 

changing the word ‘I don’t’ into the word ‘I do’. This way, the world will feel the 

difference when most women tend to claim that they can do everything to rule the 

whole world. Women’s empowerment does not need to be a process to decrease the 

role of men, but to make the position between men and women to become equal so 

that there is a balanced in the environment.  

 

UNIT 7 GENDER AND SEXUALITY This chapter will discuss and criticize about sex and 

gender in the world of cultural studies. It is a substantial topic since the world has 

started to open up their mind about the existence of the third gender. When it comes to 

talk about gender and sexuality, then there will be questions like ‘What are the 

differences between gender and sexuality?’ ‘What are the differences between gender 

and sex?’. Of course, those questions are quite normal to be asked. Often, people use 

those two terms interchangeably, but gender is actually not similar to sex. For more 

details, gender consists of two parts: gender identity and gender expression.  

 

Gender identity is a kind of internal sense of human’s gender such as being male or 

female, meanwhile gender expression refers to how we express or show our gender to 

the world (it can be as masculine or feminine). Then, we are talking about sex or 

sexuality itself. Sexuality or generally called as sexual orientation which refers to who we 

are really sexually or romantically attracted to. If someone is atrracted to someone from 

the opposite sex, it is called as heterosexuality; and if someone is attracted to someone 

from the same sex, it is called as homosexuality (gay or lesbian).  

 

Moreover, if someone is atrracted to more than one sex, it is called bisexual; and asexual 

can also happened when someone is not attracted to any sex at all. There is also a term 



called as gender diversity or later called as transgender. It means that someone has one 

type of gender identity which is different with his or her gender expression. For the 

example, someone was born as a girl but she thought that she identifies herself as a 

boy. Transgender is just the one who changes his or her physical appearance, but when 

he or she changes his or her sex can be called as transexual.  

 

Now, there is the term as intersex which is associate with someone was born with 

reproductive organs or sex chromosomes but he or she does not fit with the standard 

definition of male or female. Sometimes, the parents will let their intersex children to 

choose their own identity when they are capable of doing it. Some parents may want to 

do such medical interventions in order to make their intersex children to become clear 

about the sexual identity. For some of those intersex people, their gender identity may 

not be similar to their gender expression so that they have the rights to change it if they 

want. That is why; gender and sexuality is something which is very fluid and diverse 

among people.  

 

With all those explanations about gender and sex, of course people need to be 

educated more about how fluid those two terms are. Sex and gender are two different 

terms which cannot be used interchangeably of course. When someone is filling the 

forms for job, for instance, there will be a lot of questions such as name, address, phone 

number, birth date, and sex. But, have you ever noticed that there is no distinction 

between your sex and your gender? How about someone who might have different sex 

and gender? How they will fill out the form? Basically, the distinction between sex and 

gender is a crucial key to examine and understand more about the term gender and 

sexuality. It is believed that gender and sexuality is more like social variables than 

biological variables.  

 

That is why; sometimes people will refer to gender as something which is being 

constructed by the society, while sex or sexually is something that is existed when we 

were born. Furthermore, the characteristics of gender itself may vary a lot between 

certain countries. We can see clearly that most American, European, Australian, and 

Asian people are feminine when they are wearing skirt or dress. But in some Middle 

Eastern or African cultures, those who are wearing dress or skirt (which is often refered 

to wear gowns, robes, or sarongs) are considered to be masculine.  

 

This kind of culture is just similar to the kilt worn by the Scottish which is appear to be 

masculine. Men who are wearing kilt (a traditional short red and black skirt wearing by 

Scottish men) do not make them appear feminine in their culture. The dichotomous 

view of gender is quite specific in certain cultures and it is not universal (Poasa, 2012). By 

the end of the 20th century, the proper usage of the term gender for everyday language 



use is becoming more challenging. In an effort to clarify the usage of the term sex and 

gender, the U.S.  

 

Supreme Court Justice, Antonin Scalia wrote in a 1994 briefing, “The word gender has 

acquired the new and useful connotation of cultural or attitudinal characteristics (as 

opposed to physical characteristics) distinctive to the sexes. Nowadays, the term sex and 

gender are being more popular since there are more studies done to discuss about the 

fluidity of these terms (Moi, 2005). People know heterosexuality and homosexuality as 

the most common variations of sexual orientation. Heterosexuality and homosexuality 

are often called as ‘straight’ and ‘gay’. Most countries in the world are still regarded as 

heteronormative society where heterosexuality is a kind of its norm (which later called as 

heteronormativity).  

 

This kind of heteronormativity will strictly lead into the term homophobia (a feeling of 

being afraid of those homosexual people because they think that it is a life style which is 

against the religion and the standard normativity). Nowadays, there are some gender 

roles which adopted by the society. This term of gender role means that this is the 

society’s concept of how men and women are expected to act as well as how they 

should behave in the society. Ryle (2011) said that all those homosexual people are 

frequently asked about ‘When did you know that you were gay?’, but heterosexual are 

rarely asked the same question like ‘When did you know that you were straight?’.  

 

According to current scientific report, individuals are usually aware of their sexual 

orientation between middle childhood and early adolescence (American Psychological 

Association, 2008). Alfred Kinsey was among the first person to conceptualize about 

sexuality as a continuum rather than a strict dichotomy of gay or straight. In order to 

classify this continuum of heterosexuality and homosexuality, Kinsey created a six-point 

rating scale that ranges from exclusively heterosexual to exclusively homosexual.  

 

The picture can be seen in Picture 1 below: _ Picture 1: Kinsey’s Scale (From Kinsey’s 

Book, 1940) From the picture above, we can see clearly that actually people can be on 

the scale 1 until scale 6, it does not really matter who they are and where they come 

from. For the example, even though you are stated that you are completely straight, a 

girl or woman will tend to feel adore to another girl or women out there with better 

physical appearance or another girl with nice body shape. The same thing also happens 

when a boy or man is seeing another boy or man who is very good looking or has a 

six-pack abs. The feeling of adoration can be such seed for those varying bisexual 

responses.  

 

UNIT 8 AMERICAN MOSLEMS This chapter will give such brief understanding about one 



of the most sensitive topics in the USA. The college students will learn more about how 

America has started to accept the existence of Moslems around them, and not just 

believe in the stereotypes in the society. It can be generally said that being minority in 

the area of majority society is not easy. There would be a lot of struggles that need to 

be done. Most of all, those minorities will get bullied by being who they are.  

 

It happened a long time ago in the USA where Moslems often being bullied because 

they are labeled as terrorists. This stereotype has increased its influence when the 

terrorists attack World Trade Center in September 11st 2001. Soon, that tragedy had 

popularly known as 9/11 where almost 3,000 people were killed after a series of airline 

hijackings and suicide attacks by 19 millitants. Basically, Islam had first entered the 

United States in the year of 1880 until 1914 which was indicated by several thousands of 

Moslems immigrated to the United States from the territories like Mughal Empire and 

the Ottoman Empire.  

 

The number of Moslems in the USA has increased drastically during the 20th century 

with the total of 72 percent Moslems from immigrants. Mostly from the American 

Moslems are coming from Arab and South Asian descent. In the year of 2005, for about 

96,000 population of Moslems in the USA; and in the year of 2009, the number has 

increased larger for 115,000 population. That population has become the legal 

permanent residents in the USA. The Enlightment era in the Europe has become the era 

where America becoming a country which state of religious freedom.  

 

Besides that, there is also the movement of black African Americans in the early 20th 

century and this was called as black Moslems movement. During the first half of the 

20th century, a small number of African Americans established groups based on Islamic 

and Gnostic teachings. At first, their identity is Moslem but their religion identity was 

taken away through slavery and racial segregation. Then, they committed to return to 

Islam and fight the slavery as well as that racial segregation. Nowadays, Islam has 

become the second largest religion in the United States, after Christianity.In the year of 

2017, there was a study which estimated that for about 3.45 million Moslems were living 

in the United States. This number is about 1.1 percent of the total U.S. population.  

 

The growing number of the Moslem population in the USA has continued until today. It 

can be said that this is such a great fact for all Moslem people around the world that 

their religion has started to be accepted very well in the country like America. Of course, 

what they have gotten today need a lot of struggles from the prior Moslems. They keep 

ensure all those American people to believe in them that they are not the terrorists. 

However, there are still so many reasons for that majority of American people to keep 

labeling Moslems as a group of people who need to be kept away. Most Americans do 



not like the way Moslem was portrayed to wear the veil and often to wear burqa.  

 

They think that it is not appropriate to cover your face in the public area such as in the 

airport or during school and college. Their main reason is that covering half or full face 

will make it difficult for other people to identify them when they need and must to do 

so. Of course, there is no one who can enter the imigration process with burqa because 

their identity cannot be proven.  

 But if you want to go to America or any other Western countries out there and you are 

wearing a veil, you do not need to get worried.  

 

Nowadays, most American people are being more open minded about Moslems. Even 

though there are still some people who judge the negativity of Moslems, but some 

others have more positive perspectives on Moslems. What happened in America about 

accepting their Moslem communities is just similar to what happened in the majority of 

Asian and Middle Eastern countries when it comes to accept LGBT communities. What’s 

most important here is that there is a hope that there is no more racism, no more 

bullying, no more stereotype, and no more judging about other people’s way of life.  

 

UNIT 9 ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY This chapter will discuss about everything related 

to entertainment industry as one of the biggest industries in the whole world. This 

industry has become bigger and louder than ever before. Talking about entertainment 

industry means that we are discussing about some areas such as film, radio, print, and 

television. Among those areas of entertainment industry, there are still several segments 

including movies, books, TV shows, radio shows, magazines, newspapers, news, music, 

and videos.  

 

In fact, there are the top 10 media and entertainment companies as follows: The Walt 

Disney Company The 21st Century Fox Direct Group Holdings (DIRECTV) Time Warner 

Inc. NBC Universal National Amusements Inc. CBS Corporation Viacom Inc. News 

Corporation and TEGNA Inc. The U.S. media and entertainment industry contributes 

more than $632 billion to the economy. And this amount of money truly represents a 

third of the global industry in general. Working in the entertainment industry is basically 

not as easy and simple as it is predicted by most people in the world. This needs a lot of 

efforts in order to be able to keep exist in this business.  

 

From year to year, it can be clearly stated that the competition has become tight and 

tighter than ever before. Every single year, there will always be the new comer coming 

and those old companies will need to be ready no matter what happens. In other words, 

competition is fierce. If you cannot accept the work conditions, then you must be ready 

if there are countless candidates are in the wings ready to step in and do your job. 



Although the competition is very challenging, but at the same time it is truly exciting as 

well as joyful.  

 

For instance, when you are working in the area of TV shows or music, it is quite easier 

for you to be able to meet some of your favorite artists and idols. But of course, the 

challenge is very strict so that only creative and interactive people who can sit still for a 

long time in this industry. The media and entertainment industry will always need 

someone who is very creative and can adapt well with any kind of situation. They also 

need to have such strong characters and they have to be powerful personally.  

 

There will be little opportunity to settle down and get comfortable in your work because 

the jobs in media and entertainment industry are constantly evolving and being 

redefined. For the example, reporters for newspaper may not only doing their job as 

reporters, but also shooting videos for the website or even need to do double work as 

cameramen. The most important thing is that working in the media industry means that 

you need to learn and even take classes to know more about the latest technology. 

Working in the media also means that you need to be skillful in the technology use.  

 

Moreover, working in media and entertainment industry is truly enchanting because 

media is always being the first to learn about the news and they have the biggest 

chance to disseminate it to public. Media can easily turn the public’s opinions to any 

issues or problems. That is why; working in media and entertainment industry will need 

someone to be as trustful and neutral as they possibly can. Media will share everything 

in public areas and what public think and say, will generally depend on how the media 

disseminate their news.  

 

Since there are more and more massive spreading of hoax news and issues, the media 

need to take the responsibility to this kind of phenomenon. In order to decrease the 

possibility of those hoax issues, the media need to be trustworthy. Media need to 

disseminate only the truth from the news. Also, the media need to be neutral in any 

cases and issues so that they can do their role as the information bridge from the 

capitalist industry to the entire society. In special case like Presidential election, the 

media must be clearly neutral so that the society can take its own perspectives to give 

value to the candidates. In this case, the media may not take sides of one of those 

candidates.  

 

The media should play a role in creating peace for the whole communities. Of course, 

the media need to play a role as the information channel, not as the leading opinions. 

Another most important thing about the role of the media here is that media has also 

had a role to produce more shows which are not only entertain people, but also can 



enlighten and educate people. Creating TV shows or radio shows that entertain people 

is very easy, but not all channels or programs in the entertainment industry can give 

more value for the entire society.  

 

In this case, the role of the government is really substantial so that the government can 

monitor about the quality of any programs in the TV shows or radio shows. The 

government can make such regulations for the media and entertainment industry to 

support their program in educating the society through good quality shows. 

Entertainment can be such a great aspect to educate people easily because people love 

to watch or listen to some of the favorite shows.  

 

In some advanced countries, there are programs like Discovery Channels, Cartoon 

Network, National Geographic, Lonely Planet, Oprah Winfrey Shows, and many others 

which tend to focus more on educating people. TV program such as Oprah Winfrey 

Show is a kind of talk show program but it is not about gossiping celebrities. This 

program shows more about how to struggle with life, how to gain success in early age, 

how to stay fit and healthy in your mid-30s until early 40s, how to decrease bullying at 

school, how to fight agains homophobia, how to keep survive from stress and 

depression, how to maintain your relationship, how to deal with breakups, how to live 

such adventurous life, and many more interesting and inspiring topics.  

 

Unconciously, people will tend to achieve something easier when they are entertained 

by something they love. Thus, if the TV and radio shows broadcast such educated 

programs, it would be pretty easier to influence people to achieve what they give. Later, 

it is not impossible that people can make what they get to become their habit. For more, 

it is believed that some media and entertainment jobs offer opportunities to travel for 

assignments. Let’s take a look at several editors, reporters, broadcasters, writers, 

broadcast technicians, and others involved in film, TV, and radio programming may 

need to travel regionally or internationally in order to cover some events or news.  

 

They can travel around the world or around the area for free. Does it look fantastic for 

you? Also, there can be flexibility to work in other media and entertainment industry. 

Some skills and knowledge are transferable from one industry to the next. For instance, 

broadcasters can simply work in radio, television, and internet. And the same thing can 

also happen to those editors, writers, reporters, directors, and producers who can apply 

their knowledge to the publishing field, radio, TV, film, as well as the internet.  

 

This way, they will gain a lot of money as well as a bunch of experiences. This will be 

very useful to support their career in the future. Besides all those positive sides, there 

are also the negativity about working in media and entertainment industry. At first, you 



have to be aware that the work hours will be very long, especially for those entry-level 

workers. Even, you need to work on the late-night or middle of the night or early 

morning shift. So, you have to be ready to adjust the sleep schedule in order to 

accommodate the job. UNIT 10 DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY This chapter will describe 

anything about technology in which modern people could not live without it.  

 

Digital technology has been all around us these days and those who do not care of it, it 

can be assured that they will leave behind. Digital technology has transformed nearly 

every aspect of modern people’s lives. Travel, shopping, work, entertainmentand 

communications are just a few of the areas that have been revolutionized in recent 

decades. Itis now rare to find an electronic device or piece of machinery that does not 

incorporate digital technology in some way. Digital technology means that devices can 

be more compact, lighter, faster, and more versatile.  

 

Huge amounts of information can be stored locally or remotely and moved around 

virtually instantaneously. Even the term ‘information’ has expanded to include media 

such as pictures, video, audio, and no longer refers to just words and numbers or files. 

Discussing about digital technology here, it means that we need to talk more about the 

benefits. Here are several benefits of digital technology. Social connectivity It means that 

it would be very easy for anyone in this world to be able to connect and stay in touch 

with family, friends, and colleagues even if you are in another part of the world.  

 

People can communicate easily from phone calls, video calls, social media, Whatsapp, 

and others. There are many websites, applications, and software created to help those 

people to socialize. There is no need to be afraid of being isolated in this technological 

world because everything can be accessed well through the internet. Communication 

speeds Traditional or conventional media generally takes much longer than the internet 

as communication tool. Nowadays, the internet speed have increased exponentially 

since the early days of its existed.  

 

Today, it is very possible to stream video and audio in real time since everyone can get 

updates of what happens in other world in just a few seconds. Even, today you can 

easily send large data files to Google or soundcloud so that you will enable to access 

any data you need virtually anywhere in the world. Versatile working With the advanced 

growing of digital technology, people today can work easily from anywhere they want. 

Working from home is now becoming the trend especially for the millenials and for 

some housewives out there.  

 

They can do their job from hundreds or even thousands miles away without any 

difficulty. This kind of condition has then created such flexible working practices. 



Learning opportunities With the spread fastest development of the internet today, it is 

very possible for everyone in this world to be able to access everything that they want or 

they need virtually. There are many lessons and courses that can be done through the 

use of the digital technology. Many materials and sources in the school or in the college 

can be accessed anywhere in the world.  

 

That is why; there is also the development of online class where teachers or lecturers do 

not need to meet their students in order to give the lessons or tutorials. The best thing 

about digital technology is that it can be very useful for those people with dissabilities 

so that they can have equal access with other normal people. Automation Digital 

technology is increasingly making machines smarter. In some cases, the machines no 

longer need humans to operate them. This condition will lead into many tasks or jobs 

can now be easily done by the customers directly without the help of other people like 

customer service.  

 

For instance, people now can book hotels or plane tickets for their holiday from online 

services. People can also buy a drink or other things they need through smart vending 

machines without having interaction with someone else. Everything becomes quite 

practice, fast, flexible, and very easy. Information storage Digital technology enables the 

storage of massive amounts of information in relatively small spaces. Large amounts of 

data like pictures, videos, audios, music, contact information, and any others can be 

easily carried around in a small device called smart phone.  

 

Instead of storing the physical data and documents which need such wide space, it is 

time for you to minimize all those documents into online or virtual data. It would be 

very easy to store and very easy to look up when you need it fast. Editing One of the 

great advantages of digital technology over conventional media is that the information 

can be easier to edit or manipulate. You can imagine that you can now simply do video 

editing in a laptop while laying in your bedroom instead of renting or buying expensive 

studios and equipment for editing. This is clearly giving the advantages for those who 

work in digital media.  

 

GPS and mapping Tracking someone can be done very easy with the existence of digital 

technology. And searching for certain places where you have never been there before is 

not too difficult with the assistance of GPS or Google map. Even you will be able to 

arrive in your destination fast without being worried of getting lost. Not just that, with 

the satellite technology, you will also be able to alternative routes, updates on traffic 

jams, or even updates on road closures in real time. Accurate duplication Digital 

technology fantastically enables the exact duplication of media.  

 



For the example, you can now easily send email of your work or report to multiple 

recipients with a single click. You will also enable to send multiple photos and videos to 

your family or friends in just a few seconds. Breakthroughs in digital technology are now 

happening in the field of 3D printing, which looks set to radically transform our world. 

Low cost It can be said that digital technology can practically make everything to 

become less expensive than ever before. When the technology is in your hands, you can 

simply edit your photos or videos or documents without needing the help from the 

experts. It will save you a lot of money.  

 

Then, if you want to grab some foods or even you want to buy shoes or dress, you do 

not need to go to somewhere else where you need to drive a car and spend money for 

the fuels. All you need to do is just sitting in your comfort sofa or bed, choose the 

selections, make order, and voila, your stuff will be ready right in front of your house in 

a few minutes to hours. Technology is very helpful to save more and more money for 

transportation or for asking someone else’s assistance. Transportation In terms of 

transportation, digital technology does not need added money for transportation.  

 

There are several online applications for transportation today. You can simply ask for 

transportation to somewhere else, you can order food and beverage, you can do online 

shopping from fashion items to groceries virtually. You just need to sit back and relax 

while you are waiting for the driver to come to your house and fulfill what you need. 

Warfare Warfare means that there will be fierce competition during the era of digital 

technology. Everyone needs to be creative and innovative in order to be able to stay still 

in the world of online business. If you are a reseller or a seller for anything, you need to 

create something new every season.  

 

If it is possible, you will also need to modify something you have already had to become 

something new and interesting. Modern people today do not want to just stay like this if 

they enable to do something flexible and innovative. Declaring a ‘war’ is a kind of 

normal thing to do in the world of online business everywhere. You will not be able to 

have progress if you just stay still. Entertainment Moreover, digital technology has long 

been known by most people all around the world to be a great media for entertainment. 

There are hundreds of shows or programs or channels or even places which tend to 

entertain people by the use of technology.  

 

Every single person in this world may have their own smartphone to make their life to 

become a lot easier and simpler. Not just that, people use their smartphone to be able 

to access any entertainment that they want to see or experience. For those fashion 

designers or fashion influencers will want to look for the latest lifestyle and fashion 

items from everyday life fashion to houte couture fashion. And many travelers out there 



will want to get updates about some great and breathtaking places as well as some 

world class concerts to be attended to. The main goal of the existence of smartphone is 

by far to entertain people with their own favorites.  

 

News Of course, there is always people who want to get the latest updates about any 

news in the world. TV programs such as BBC, CNN, Al Jazeerah, and any other news can 

be said to be the must-watched programs for those kind of people. By using digital 

technology, the spread of the news can be accessed a lot easier by many people all 

around the world in just a few seconds. We will get updates about what happened in 

other parts of the world in a few seconds or minutes. The updates on the news will be 

faster if we have already installed some news applications or we decided to subscribe 

the newsletters from all those companies.  

 

The news about some natural disasters will cause people from all over the world to be 

able to extend help for those victims even though we separate a thousand miles away. 

Banking and finance Of course, modern people today should be very thankful to the 

existence of this digital technology for making their life easier. Modern people today do 

not need to go to bank or any insurance companies, for instance, just to do their 

transactions. Nowadays, people can easily download mobile banking for helping them in 

doing some transactions in just a single click on the app.  

 

You can easily book your hotel or plane ticket and pay it with credit card or by using 

internet banking. Soon, your hotel voucher will be delivered to your personal email and 

you plane ticket has successfully issued. Smaller sized devices Of course, from year to 

year, the size of the devices we use had been transformed into smaller sizes. Nowadays, 

we have smartphones which are small in size as well as becoming more compact so that 

it is very easy to bring anywhere we go.  

 

Digital technology has magically transformed the big personal computer a few decades 

ago to become a smaller and thinner laptop. Along with the times, the laptop can be 

folded to be like a tablet so that it is very multifunctional. You can even choose to see it 

horizontally or vertically or even diagonally. A phone had also transformed to become 

smaller and thinner than ever before. There is no need to push the numbers in the 

conventional phone, because you just need to touch its screen softly in order to be able 

to make a call, send messages, or browse anything you want.  

 

You can even make your phone screen to run two or more screen functions for 

entertainment and for education and working for instance. UNIT 11 EDUCATION This 

chapter will tend to give more explanation on the importance of education to change 

the lives of many people from many different backgrounds. In order to be heard and 



accepted, everyone must be educated. Education is the process of facilitating learning, 

or the acquisition of knowledge, skills, values, beliefs,and habits. Educational methods 

can include something like storytelling, discussion, teaching, training, and 

directed research.  

 

Education frequently takes place under the guidance of those people we call as 

educators. However learners may also educate themselves. Education can take place 

whether in formal or informal settings. Any experience that has a formative effect on the 

way someone thinks, feels, or acts may be considered educational process too. The 

methodology of teaching is later called as pedagogy. Formal education is commonly 

divided formally into such stages as preschool or kindergarten, primary 

school, secondary school and then college, university, or apprenticeship.  

 

Now, let’s take a look at types of educational school below: Preschool or kindergarten 

will usually provide education for kids ages three to seven years old. In this stage of 

school, kids will be educated about how would the school be. The main goal of this 

stage is to prepare the kids to be ready for the real school when they run into primary 

school. Most of the activities are about playing rather than studying. Primary or 

elementary school consists of six to eight years of schooling, starting at the age of six to 

seven years old, although this might be varies a lot depend on the country.  

 

UNESCO has presented the program called Education for All to all countries all over the 

world. Indonesian government adopted nine years of compulsory education for 

Indonesian kids with the six years in elementary school and the last three years in 

secondary school. Secondary school sometimes also refers to formal education that 

occurs during adolescence. The stage in secondary school has been varied lots from 

country to country, but most of all is adopted the stage of Junior High School to Senior 

High School. The range of time of taking this secondary education is around six to ten 

years of schooling.  

 

In the United States, Australia, and Canada; it is known that primary and secondary 

education referred to K-12 education. Tertiary or higher education which is also known 

as third-stage or post-secondary school is typically non-compulsory educational level 

that follows the completion of school. For more, this tertiary education is normally taken 

to include undergraduate, postgraduate, vocational, and training education.  

 

Colleges and universities tend to provide this kind of tertiary education where the 

completion from this stage will receive certificates, diplomas, or academic degrees. 

Moreover, vocational education may come in the form of internship or apprenticeship in 

many aspects of work life. Nowadays, there is also a variety of tertiary education for 



those dissability people and it is called as special education. This kind of schooling will 

open the opportunity for those who have experienced the difficulty in learning for 

reaching their dream through education. This kind of schooling is also supported 

government program and UNESCO program, Education for All.  

 

Besides all those stages of formal schools, there are also types of informal learning 

which consists of self-directed learning and open education by using electronic 

technology. Informal learning is basically one of three forms of learning defined by 

the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). Informal 

learning occurs in a variety of places, such as at home, work, and through daily 

interactions as well as shared relationships among members of the society. For many 

learners, this includes language acquisition, cultural norms, and manners.  

 

In informal learning, there is often a reference person, a peer or expert, to guide the 

learner. If learners have a personal interest in what they are informally being taught, 

learners tend to expand their existing knowledge and conceive new ideas about the 

topic being learned. This way, the learners can learn something with more flexible way, 

more flexible time, as well as more flexible material. Furthermore, autodidactism is 

considered to be self-directed learning type.  

 

Someone will be able to learn about something through their own trying during their 

everyday life. For example, if you want to master to dance, then you can try to watch 

some video tutorials about dancing or you can learn by yourself through asking to some 

friends or colleagues who had the experience in dancing. After training, you can become 

dance master. And the last is about open education which is generally known to be the 

biggest change in the way people look for good quality education.  

 

Many large university institutions are now starting to offer free or almost free full 

courses such as Harvard, MIT and Berkeley teaming up to form edX (open education). 

Many open universities are working to have the ability to offer students standardized 

testing and traditional degrees and credentials. This way, those who choose to have 

their education through open education won’t get left behind with those who take 

formal education. Even, those colleges and universities of open education offer their 

own form of certificate.  

 

A recent meta-analysis found that online and blended educational approaches had 

better outcomes than methods that used solely face-to-face interaction. UNIT 12 

MILLENNIAL GENERATIONS This chapter will provide more knowledge and horizons for 

millennial generations to be able to stand by their own feet. Country and its government 

will need to know and understand the habits of millennial generations so that those 



generations will offer massive and rapid development which will effect the whole world.  

 

We have known about millennials generation as generation Y or gen-Y as 

the demographic cohort following Generation X and preceding Generation Z. Millennials 

are sometimes referred to "echo boomers" due to a major surge in birth rates in the 

1980s and 1990s, and because millennials are often the children of the baby boomers 

(those who were born between 1940s to 1960s. The characteristics of millennial 

generation vary by region and by individual, and the group experiences a variety of 

social and economic conditions, but they are generally marked by their coming of age in 

the era of the information age, and are comfortable in their usage of digital 

technologies and social media.  

 

Let’s take a look on how generations being defined in the graphic below: _ Picture 2: 

Generations Defined (PEW Research Center) American sociologist Kathleen Shaputis 

labeled millennials as the boomerang generation or Peter Pan generation, because of 

the members' perceived tendency for delaying some rites of passage into adulthood for 

longer periods than most generations before them. These labels were also a reference 

to a trend toward members living with their parents for longer periods than previous 

generations.  

 

Kimberly Palmer regards the high cost of housing and higher education, and the relative 

affluence of older generations, as among the factors driving the trend. In Indonesia for 

instance, there are numerous young generations who tend to live with their parents 

even until the age of 30s to 40s along with their family. In Indonesia, it is very common 

to find parents who are still living with their children even though their son or daughter 

has already married and have a family of their own.  

 

There is no protest from the neighborhood of children staying with their parents until 

they are 30 years old or older than that, whether they are single or not. A 2014 joint 

study showed that more than 56% of working-class Americans, tend to be less likely to 

marry and have children within marriage than those with college degrees. Research by 

the Urban Institute conducted in 2016, projected that if those current trends continue, 

millennial generations will have a lower marriage rate compared to previous 

generations; predicting that by the age of 40, for about 31% of millennial women will 

remain single, approximately twice the share of their single gen-X counterparts. The 

data had also showed that young adults aged 18 to 34 were more likely to live with 

parents than with a relationship partner.  

 

According to a cross-generational study comparing millennials to generation X 

conducted at Wharton School of Business, it is found that more than half of millennial 



undergraduates surveyed do not plan to have children in the future. The researchers 

then also compared surveys of the Wharton graduating class of 1992 and 2012. In 1992, 

78% of women planned to eventually have children dropping to 42% in 2012. The same 

thing also happened when the surveys did to those male students. This kind of 

condition can be really harmful for the continuity of American population of young 

adults in the next several years.  

 

During the internet explosion these days, it can be known that millennial generations 

are regarded to be the first generation that tends to witness the changing era of 

conventional media to online media. If you were born during the 1990s, you may know 

that your childhood was fulfilled with some interesting outdoor games such as playing 

hide and seek, playing running and catching in the field, swimming, biking, and many 

more activities. At the same time, during adolescence until young adulthood, you will 

find that nowadays you can play with your gadgets anywhere you go. This is often 

considered as the best generation that can play both the conventional media and online 

media.  

 

Then, in terms of cultural identity, it can be said that millennial generations were more 

‘open-minded’ than their parents on controversial topics. For the example, of those 

surveyed, nearly 75% of millennials supported same-sex marriage and also for about 

84% of those millennials favored legalizing the use of marijuana. According to the Pew 

Research Center that did a survey in 2018, millennials are also regarded to be the most 

likely of any generation to self-identify as liberals and are also more supportive 

of progressive domestic social agenda than older generations.  

 

Finally, millennials are less overtly religious than the older generations, with the proof 

that about one in four millennials are unaffiliated with any religion, a considerably 

higher ratio than that of older generations when they were the ages of millennials. In 

terms of workplace attitudes, the fact said that millennials are considered to have more 

open-minded thought as well as to have more flexible perspective. It means that 

millennials tend to desire of a job in which they can do it anywhere and anytime they 

want.  

 

Nowadays, the trends showed that there are more and more millennial generations that 

decide to prefer online job than a job which makes them to present in the office from 

8am to 4pm or from 9am to 5pm. They mostly love a job which can allow them to do 

the work anywhere and anytime remotely, so that they will feel a lot more flexible and 

free from any tension. This kind of workplace condition makes the millennials to become 

more creative, more innovative, as well as more competitive.  

 



Dealing with technology, it can be clearly said that millennials are generation who were 

exposed to technology in their adolescent years. Some millennials enjoy having 

hundreds of channels from cable TV. However, some other millennials prefer watching 

media over the internet using smartphones and tablets. Millennials also use social 

networking sites, such as Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and YouTube, to create a 

different sense of belonging, make acquaintances, and to remain connected with 

friends.  

 

The offspring of the millennials are called as generation Z or gen-Z. They were born 

from mid-1990s until 2010s. UNIT 13 DOMESTIC TOURISM This chapter will offer the 

whole perspectives about domestic tourism or widely known as local tourism. Thus, it 

will discuss about Indonesia in general so that the students will be able to know about 

the richness of their country through tourism. Since the internet invasion in the early of 

1990s, it can be clearly said that the term traveling has increased largely. People go 

traveling to some different parts of the area around Indonesia or even traveling to any 

different parts of the world.  

 

That is why; the term tourism can be divided into two big sections: domestic tourism 

and international tourism. Thus, what did the differences between the term travel and 

tourism? Many times, the word tourism and travel are being used interchangeably. But 

those two words are different. In short, tourism is a part of travel, but not all travel is 

categorized as tourism. For instance, when someone travels for tourism, then he or she 

is definitely traveling for leisure. Tourism can also be meant as the act of visiting an area 

which has some values in spending money so that tourism activity can also be used as a 

media to boost the economy.  

 

Then, when you want to define about travel, it means about those who visit a particular 

region for staying at a particular location. Usually, people will travel to visit family or 

friends or colleagues for a short period of time. Travel can also be categorized when 

people travel for healthcare reasons. Tourism will be very limited in locations such as 

visiting a national park, museum, monument, beach, big cities, and many more. Tourism 

and travel are related to each other. Tourism is basically the business of providing the 

infrastructure (it can be restaurants, hotels, museums, convenience stores, etc) to make 

sure that the travelers’ stay is comfortable.  

 

This way, people will achieve their purpose in traveling and the tourism industry gets the 

capital benefits in business. People can travel for various different reasons. Travel is 

broad. Someone can travel for business purpose by going to a remote region to start 

mining company. In this is happened, there is no industries for tourism. Someone can 

easily travel to somewhere for visiting family or for attending funeral or weddings. These 



reasons may have nothing to do with tourism itself. For more, here are some differences 

between tourists and travelers. It would be very easy for the local people to spot tourists 

among them.  

 

Usually, tourists will bring the camera or smartphone, guide book, as well as maps 

anywhere they go. They usually go to the most-traveled areas such as landmarks of the 

cities. They do the activities just like other people do when they are visiting some areas. 

For instance, tourists will do activities like taking a picture in front of Trevi Fountain in 

Italy as well as throwing a coin to the pond. Tourists will tend to go to a place where 

there are numerous amenities available so that they won’t feel difficulty. Meanwhile, 

travelers mean that those who prefer to have more experience and journey rather than 

just loads of photos and videos.  

 

Travelers will always have the desire to immerse themselves to the locals, trying the local 

food, trying to get lost by going to less-traveled areas, trying to interact with the locals, 

as well as trying to learn several new phrases and sentences in the local language. 

Travelers will pay more attention to the experience they get when they do the adventure 

through the remote areas. Instead of just standing in front of the city landmarks, 

travelers will be more interested in walking through the path or the countryside where 

there is no tourist there. They try to blend with the local people and culture.  

 

That is why; travelers will consider their travel as a kind of journey or a trip rather than a 

vacation. Indonesia is a country with thousands of beautiful islands around. The 

government has one big problem: how to make every single exotic island all around 

Indonesia known by the whole world, not only just Bali and Lombok. Today, some of 

those exotic islands have transformed to be popular all over the world such as 

Thousands Island (Pulau Seribu), Komodo Island, Karimunjawa, Samosir Island, Mentawai 

Island, Maluku, Batam, and many interesting islands.  

 

The archipelago of Thousands Island is really astonishing to be explored more by both 

tourists and travelers out there. Some names of the island including Pulau Bidadari, 

Pulau Kahyangan, Pulau Kelor, Pulau Tidung, Pulau Ayer, Pulau Damar, Pulau Nyamuk, 

Pulau Pari, Pulau Pramuka, Pulau Simpul, Pulau Opak, Pulau Macan, Pulau Bira, Pula 

Pelangi, Pulau Putri, Pulau Simpul, Pulau Kelapa, and any others all around the area. 

There are several islands which tend to have the population there, and some others do 

not have any population at all.  

 

Indonesia needs more domestic tourists and travelers to travel around the cities, the 

islands, the areas, as well as the archipelago. We have to be proud of being Indonesian 

people because our country is very rich in those natural sources such as mining, oils, 



palm oils, coals, as well as the richness of marine life, flora and fauna. Practically, the 

sectors of domestic tourism give the potential capital benefits for about 78% of the total 

capital.  

 

The growth number of the local buyers for numerous Indonesian products is considered 

to be something which needs to be paid more attention to. If this condition can stand 

still, it will surely help the development of domestic tourism in Indonesia. All those local 

entrepreneurs will be able to get survive in this era of competition and they will also be 

able to compete well with the foreign brands. There are numerous elements which need 

to get involved for the sake of the development of this domestic tourism.  

 

Indonesia needs the cooperation from the center government, the local government, all 

those tourism business companies, as well as from the domestic tourists and travelers. If 

all those sectors can support each other, the development of this domestic tourism will 

be much faster; more develop, as well as more dominant in the future. The government 

cannot do it alone, and the tourism business companies cannot do it by themselves. 

Every single element needs to support each other for the better Indonesia in term of 

domestic tourism industry. UNIT 14 INTERNATIONAL TOURISM This chapter will provide 

knowledge, experiences, as well as perspectives about being international tourist.  

 

It is truly essential as the good thing that the students can maximize the benefits when 

they have to go abroad and bring Indonesian citizenship as their main identity outside 

their country. If you have the passion to travel all around the world, you need to 

consider about a few things below on how to be a better tourist as well as how to be a 

better traveler. It has already discussed above in Unit 13 about domestic tourism, the 

difference between tourists and travelers.  

 

Now, it’s time for you to consider about these things: How to be a better tourist Instead 

of just following the strict schedules that you’ve made before, why don’t you just trying 

to discover something new by going out from the schedule or the itinerary? Instead of 

just taking the bus tour or the MRT, you can try to take the local transportation like the 

local people do. For instance, if you are in Bangkok, you can try to take Tuk-Tuk to go to 

your destinations. When you go with the tour group, you can utilize your free time after 

the tour package to go to the local restaurant or the local town square.  

 

In this place, local people will gather around and you can freely ask them about what 

things should do or eat in their area. You must also remember not to insist to bring your 

culture when you are in a foreign country. If you are American, you can leave your white 

sneakers behind and try to wear and dress like the locals do. You won’t allow going 

inside the temple or mosque with hot pants, so you need to appreciate this local culture 



by wearing sarong they’ve offered. Don’t ever try to littering in some countries like 

Singapore or you will get the police to give you really big fine.  

 

If most of those Indonesian tourists behave well during their vacation to other countries, 

it will give such great impact for Indonesia itself. We are taking vacation to other 

countries means that we are going under Indonesian name of residents. Please behave 

well and stay positive. How to be a better traveler If you consider yourself as a traveler, 

then it would be very usual for you to be surrounded by the local people. In order to 

gain more unforgettable experiences, you can try to live like the locals do. This will only 

be able to do when you are staying for a long period of time. You don’t need to limit 

yourself.  

 

You can always explore more about the local culture by following some of their habits 

or rules or even following their traditional ceremonies. Instead of just taking photos of 

those traditional ceremonies or festivals, why don’t you try to be involved in that event? 

For the example, you can always take your moment to follow St. Patricks Day festival in 

Ireland or La Tomatina festival while you are in Spain. By doing this, you will enable to 

get closer and more intimate with the locals.  

 

Or if you go to somewhere else, you can try to find some English-speaking locals to tell 

you about another place that you must visit. This way, you might be able to find a 

beautiful and unique place where you cannot find in any other guide books. In the 

future, you will be able to tell your experiences to your children or even grand children 

and you will be such a great storyteller. Everything you do today to save the 

environment and keep the surroundings clean and tidy will grow such a massive impact 

for the future generations.  

 

You can even influence other local people to share cultures together and you will find 

that it is very easy to make friends even though we all have different cultures and 

languages. That is why; language is considered to be something universal for those 

travelers in the whole world. Even though you are a traveler, it does not always mean 

that you are not allowed to go to the city landmarks. Eiffel Tower is always surrounded 

by a ton of tourists, but you need to see it too, of course. You can still try to expose and 

explore another side of the magnificent Eiffel Tower.  

 

Don’t get too scared of taking your path into the new world because you have never 

known what will happen next if you don’t try it. Traveling to certain countries can truly 

describe about your true self because you will be able to get lost, to find yourself 

outside the comfort zone. Traveling to other countries can make you realize that there 

are numerous languages, races, religions, and cultures that you can experience all of it 



directly.  

 

Traveling to other countries will also make you become prouder of being Indonesian 

since there are things that you can only find in Indonesia. REFLECTION Theoretically, 

Translation II is all about oral translation or interpretation so that there are many things 

that college students need to know, understand, interpret, as well as to find something 

new by their own. The topics given to the college students are very essential as all those 

topics are quite flexible to be used anywhere in the world. What happens to the world 

are our responsibility to help to fix it in order to live a better life.  

 

After giving the materials or the selected topics, the students need to interpret those 

theories into good presentation. The students can easily search for any videos related to 

the topic given, but they need to fully understand the content of the videos and they 

must try to interpret the message they have gotten by presenting on their own words. 

The students have to keep in mind that they cannot just translate word for word for 

interpreting the whole texts. They need to retell it by their own words and by using 

different language.  

 

If the text is using English, they must interpret in Indonesian; and if the text using 

Indonesian, they must interpret in English. Imagine that you are enable to do the whole 

interpretation by using your own words and you can easily transfer the message to the 

audiences. At the same time, you will be able to add more knowledge by reading some 

trending issues in the world and you will also be able to help the audiences to 

understand what’s on the text by transfering the language.  

 

Being an interpreter is a really good job for all those millennial generations. By being an 

interpreter, you can also hold the role of making changes to the whole world. Now, the 

world is in your hands. REFERENCES Hatim, Basil. (2001). Teaching and Researching 
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